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Dear Teacher,

Each product in this catalog was chosen with tender loving care by Ann Marie and Tonya, who spent hundreds of hours at conferences, consulting with teachers, negotiating with vendors, and shopping to make sure you get wonderful classroom items with your Scholastic Reading Club Bonus Points. You and your students deserve the very best classroom rewards we can offer as a huge THANK-YOU for your loyal support of Scholastic Reading Club and for your ongoing commitment to the joy and power of independent reading.

Enjoy browsing! Online too: scholastic.com/bonuscatalog

Warmly,

Judy Newman
President
Scholastic Reading Club
judy.newman@scholastic.com

---

How to Place Your Order

Online at scholastic.com/bonuscatalog: Sign in to order Bonus Catalog items with your monthly catalog orders to avoid incurring a shipping fee.

By Phone: 1-800-SCHOLASTIC (1-800-724-6527)

By Mail: Fax: 1-800-223-4011

By Phone: Fax: 1-800-223-4011

For customers outside the 50 states: To see all available items for your region, please check product details (scholastic.com/readingclub). Some items may not be eligible for shipment to your school.

SHIPPING:

For customers outside the United States:

For shipping to AK or HI, add $3.50 to orders of $20 or more. Otherwise, it’s only $3.50.

Target, Michaels, and Staples gift cards can take up to 4–6 weeks to arrive with your Scholastic book order. Some items may not be eligible for shipment to your school.

Allow 2–4 weeks for items marked “Ships separately.” Orders must be submitted by 12 noon ET. Scholastic Bonus Points and classroom bonuses are awarded for the exclusive and mutual benefit of all participating students, teachers, classrooms, and schools. Not for personal use. Remember, Bonus Points don’t expire, but items in this catalog are only available through 6/30/17.

---

500 Bonus Points or Less

Look for this icon throughout the catalog for more great Bonus Point values.

New!

Magnetic Digital Timer
3 ⅛” x 2 ⅛” x ¼” Grades K–up
Perfect for tests, games, classroom management, and more. A timer and stopwatch in one!
065395 285 Bonus Points or $8.00
Counts down from/up to 99 min, 59 sec.

New!

Emoji Big Button Magnets
Set of 3 ⅛” diameter Grades PreK–up
Magnetize papers, posters, pictures, and more. Each magnet holds up to ten sheets of paper.
065825 215 Bonus Points or $6.00

New!

Emoji Cut-Outs
6 designs: Up 6” x 6”
064681 215 Bonus Points or $6.00

New!

Digital Timer

Reverse Side

Double-Sided Magnetic

Emoji Cut-Outs
3” diameter
064844 145 Bonus Points or $4.00

New!

Rainbow Mini Scratch Art Notes
Pack of 125 3 ⅛” x 3 ⅛” Grades PreK–up
Scratch the matte black surface to reveal a rainbow of colors! A fun way to practice spelling and math facts.
066021 375 Bonus Points

New!

Teacher Pen Set
Set of 3 Grades PreK–up
Write in blue, edit in red, and sign in black!
067110 165 Bonus Points

New!

Plaid Alphabet Stickers
Pack of 120 stickers Sheets 5 ⅛” x 4 ⅛” Grades PreK–8
Add a decorative touch to folders, bins, cubbies, and much more!
064531 125 Bonus Points

New!

Super Student Sticker Badges
Pack of 36 3 ⅛” x 3” Grades PreK–5
Reward good work with these fun badges—just peel and stick!
064778 145 Bonus Points or $4.00

New!

Sticker Badges
Pack of 36 3 5/8” x 3” Grades PreK–5
Reward good work with these fun badges—just peel and stick!
064778 145 Bonus Points or $4.00

New!

Digital Timer

Reverse Side

Double-Sided Magnetic

Emoji Cut-Outs
3” diameter
064844 145 Bonus Points or $4.00

New!

Rainbow Mini Scratch Art Notes
Pack of 125 3 ⅛” x 3 ⅛” Grades PreK–up
Scratch the matte black surface to reveal a rainbow of colors! A fun way to practice spelling and math facts.
066021 375 Bonus Points

New!

Teacher Pen Set
Set of 3 Grades PreK–up
Write in blue, edit in red, and sign in black!
067110 165 Bonus Points

---

Don’t see it here? Look for it online!
<start of content>NEW!
Smartphone Sharpener
Pack of 4  2 1/4" x 1 1/4" x 1/4"  Grades K–8
A great addition to your collection of cool school supplies, these phone-shaped sharpeners come apart easily to dispose of shavings.
065270  180 Bonus Points

New!
Macaron Scented Erasers
Set of 6  1 1/4" diameter  Grades 2–up
Stock your writing center with these vanilla-scented pastry erasers—perfect for gifts and rewards too!
065288  150 Bonus Points

New!
Smencils®  Grades PreK–up
These eco-friendly writing tools made from recycled newspaper are infused with distinct gourmet aromas and have cute character mascots to match.

- Original Smencils®  Pack of 5
  065163  275 Bonus Points

- Colored Smencils®  Pack of 8
  065171  425 Bonus Points

New!
Sniff Its Scented Paper Clips
Pack of 4  Grades PreK–up
Fill papers, books, and the air with these fragrant paper clips!

- Fruit Punch  Up to 2 1/4"
  065213  140 Bonus Points

- Mocha  Up to 2 1/2"
  065205  140 Bonus Points

New!
Power of Words Poster Set
Set of 2  19" x 13 3/8"  Grades PreK–up
Remind students to slow down before speaking and say the right thing all (or at least most) of the time!
064737  250 Bonus Points or $7.00

New!
Quotations Journals
Set of 8  5" x 3 1/2"  Grades K–up
These mini-notebooks are a writer’s workshop essential. Perfect for observations, memories, and story starters!
065312  355 Bonus Points or $10.00

New!
Quotations Journals
Set of 8  5" x 3 1/2"  Grades K–up
These mini-notebooks are a writer’s workshop essential. Perfect for observations, memories, and story starters!
065312  355 Bonus Points or $10.00

New!
Essential Number Cards
110 cards  3 1/4" x 2 1/4"  Grades K–2
Reinforce number recognition, counting, math facts, making ten, and comparing numbers—all with one set of easy-to-use cards.
065320  250 Bonus Points or $7.00

Includes:
- Numeral Cards 0–9
- 10-Frame Cards 0–10
- Subitizing Cards 1–9
- Number Word Cards 0–9
- Symbols +, -, x, ÷, <, >, =

New!
Chalkboard Brights Alphabet Magnetic Strips
Set of 12  1 1/4" x 12"  Grades PreK–5
Decorate your whiteboard in a snap with durable, reusable magnetic decor!
065486  190 Bonus Points or $5.00

New!
Sniff Its Scented Pencils
Set of 8
Includes:
- Cola • Jelly Bean • Sour Apple
- Cupcake • Rainbow Sherbet

065289  160 Bonus Points

New!
Smencils®  Grades PreK–up
These eco-friendly writing tools made from recycled newspaper are infused with distinct gourmet aromas and have cute character mascots to match.

- Original Smencils®  Pack of 5
  065163  275 Bonus Points

- Colored Smencils®  Pack of 8
  065171  425 Bonus Points

New!
Quotations Journals
Set of 8  5" x 3 1/2"  Grades K–up
These mini-notebooks are a writer’s workshop essential. Perfect for observations, memories, and story starters!
065312  355 Bonus Points or $10.00
Classroom Must-Haves

Outfit your classroom with a range of smart resources that support teaching, enrich learning, and engage pupils.

New! Super Power Super Work Habits Mini Bulletin Board Set
8 pieces Up to 5 ½" x 20" Grades K–5
Encourage strong work habits, and then reward students for their superpowers with reproducible rewards!
066229 250 Bonus Points or $7.00

New! Caution Do Not Erase Magnet Set
Set of 9 Up to 1 ½" x 24" Grades PreK–up
Never lose important information on your whiteboard again with these reusable magnetic strips!
064216 465 Bonus Points or $13.00

Includes:
• 8 Strips (4 in English, 2 in Spanish)
• 3 Diamond-Shaped Signs (in English)

New! Magnetic Clothespins
Pack of 20 2 ⅝" long Grades PreK–up
With a strong magnetic backing, this ever-versatile tool has more hanging, holding, and organizing power than ever!
Black & Gold
064281 320 Bonus Points or $9.00

Includes:
• 70 Numerals 0–9
• 30 Operation Signs

New! Easy-Load Dry-Erase Pockets
Pack of 5 13 ⅞" x 10 ⅛" Grades K–8
Write, wipe, and go green with these reusable pockets that extend the life of reproducibles!
064513 465 Bonus Points or $13.00

Includes:
• Title Piece
• 10 Grammar Reference Cards

New! Magnetic Double-Sided Line-Ruled/Blank Boards
Set of 5 8 ⅛" x 12" Grades PreK–8
Ruled on one side, blank the other, and magnetic on both sides! These lapboards are perfect for practicing penmanship, playing games, and more.
064141 725 Bonus Points or $20.00

Includes:
• 70 Numerals 0–9
• 30 Operation Signs

New! Magnet Math™ Numerals
Set of 100 ¾" x ¾" Grades PreK–5
This time-saving set of magnetic numbers can be used for games and math activities of all kinds!
064232 215 Bonus Points or $6.00

Includes:
• 70 Numerals 0–9
• 30 Operation Signs

New! 10 Great Ways to Treat Others Chart
22" x 17" Grades 1–8
Create a culture of kindness in the classroom—this chart reminds students to do their part.
066996 140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

Includes:
• 10 Grammar Reference Cards

New! Top Grammar Mistakes Bulletin Board Set
11 pieces Up to 7 ⅛" x 17 ½" Grades 1–up
This ready-to-hang reference helps students remember basic grammar rules.
064786 285 Bonus Points or $8.00

Includes:
• 10 Grammar Reference Cards

New! 10 Great Ways to Treat Others Chart
22" x 17" Grades 1–8
Create a culture of kindness in the classroom—this chart reminds students to do their part.
066996 140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

Includes:
• 10 Grammar Reference Cards

New! Magnet Math™ Numerals
Set of 100 ¾" x ¾" Grades PreK–5
This time-saving set of magnetic numbers can be used for games and math activities of all kinds!
064232 215 Bonus Points or $6.00

Includes:
• 70 Numerals 0–9
• 30 Operation Signs

New! 10 Great Ways to Treat Others Chart
22" x 17" Grades 1–8
Create a culture of kindness in the classroom—this chart reminds students to do their part.
066996 140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

Includes:
• 10 Grammar Reference Cards

New! Magnet Math™ Numerals
Set of 100 ¾" x ¾" Grades PreK–5
This time-saving set of magnetic numbers can be used for games and math activities of all kinds!
064232 215 Bonus Points or $6.00

Includes:
• 70 Numerals 0–9
• 30 Operation Signs

New! 10 Great Ways to Treat Others Chart
22" x 17" Grades 1–8
Create a culture of kindness in the classroom—this chart reminds students to do their part.
066996 140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

Includes:
• 10 Grammar Reference Cards

New! Magnet Math™ Numerals
Set of 100 ¾" x ¾" Grades PreK–5
This time-saving set of magnetic numbers can be used for games and math activities of all kinds!
064232 215 Bonus Points or $6.00

Includes:
• 70 Numerals 0–9
• 30 Operation Signs

New! 10 Great Ways to Treat Others Chart
22" x 17" Grades 1–8
Create a culture of kindness in the classroom—this chart reminds students to do their part.
066996 140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

Includes:
• 10 Grammar Reference Cards

New! Magnet Math™ Numerals
Set of 100 ¾" x ¾" Grades PreK–5
This time-saving set of magnetic numbers can be used for games and math activities of all kinds!
064232 215 Bonus Points or $6.00

Includes:
• 70 Numerals 0–9
• 30 Operation Signs

New! 10 Great Ways to Treat Others Chart
22" x 17" Grades 1–8
Create a culture of kindness in the classroom—this chart reminds students to do their part.
066996 140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.
The Fist-to-Five system is a great self-assessment tool that provides teachers with instant student feedback on any lesson!

New! | Fist-to-Five Check Magnets Set
--- | ---
7 pieces | 3" x 12 ¼" Grades PreK–up
When you ask for a “fist-to-five check,” students silently communicate their understanding of a concept by holding up the appropriate finger. This visual aid shows them how! 064240 295 Bonus Points

New! | Math Grid Dry-Erase Boards
--- | ---
Set of 10 | 9" x 12" Grades K–8
Plot, graph, draw, and write on these lightweight lapboards. Colored edges can be used for pairing partners. 064265 850 Bonus Points

New! | Essential Pocket Chart
--- | ---
42" x 31" Grades PreK–up
Highlight and protect your learning resources with this all-purpose pocket chart! 066203 830 Bonus Points or $23.00

New! | Reading Rocks Erasers
--- | ---
Pack of 6 | 1 ½" x 1 1/8" x 3/8" Grades K–8
These mini book-shaped erasers spread the message that reading rocks! 065247 120 Bonus Points

New! | Magnetic Two-Color Counters
--- | ---
Set of 200 | 1" diameter Grades PreK–5
These magnetic double-sided counters match the most popular math programs. 065783 395 Bonus Points or $11.00

New! | Essential Pocket Chart
--- | ---
42" x 31" Grades PreK–up
Highlight and protect your learning resources with this all-purpose pocket chart! 066203 830 Bonus Points or $23.00

New! | Giant Magnetic Calendar Set
--- | ---
94 pieces Calendar grid 16" x 17 ½" Grades PreK–8
Turn your whiteboard—or any magnetic surface—into a full-service daily calendar! 064208 865 Bonus Points or $24.00

New! | Merriam-Webster’s Elementary Dictionary
--- | ---
848 pages | 10 ¼" x 8 ½" Grades 3–5
066062 640 Bonus Points or $18.00

New! | Merriam-Webster’s First Dictionary
--- | ---
448 pages | 11 ¼" x 8 ¾" Grades K–2
066070 570 Bonus Points or $16.00

New! | Judy® Clock
--- | ---
13 ½" x 12 ¼" Grades K–3
Learning to tell time is simple and fun with this classic tool that features visible working gears! 066690 900 Bonus Points or $25.00

New! | Reading Rocks Erasers
--- | ---
Pack of 6 | 1 ½" x 1 1/8" x 3/8" Grades K–8
These mini book-shaped erasers spread the message that reading rocks! 065247 120 Bonus Points

New! | Lunch Boxes
--- | ---
Includes: • Almost 3,000 Words • Captivating Illustrations • References to Popular Stories, Fairy Tales, and Myths • Fun Definitions, Jokes, and Asides

Looking up words in a print dictionary boosts spelling skills—and exposure to new words is a great “side effect.” Print dictionaries also feature detailed drawings, illustrations, and photos that you won’t find online!
Student Rewards & Incentives

Reward terrific work, attitudes, and behavior with these trendy treasures!

New!  
Your Work Is Spot On! Bookmarks and Awards
Pack of 30 bookmarks 1 ¾" x 5 ½"  Grades PreK–8
Pack of 30 awards 5 ½" x 6 ¼"  Grades K–8
These rewards are perfect for putting good work in the spotlight!
067094 275 Bonus Points

New!  
Smartphone Magic Motion Bookmarks
Pack of 6  4 ⅝" x 2 ¼"  Grades K–8
Tilt this holographic bookmark back and forth and watch the screen transform!
065254 225 Bonus Points

New!  
Treasure Chest Rewards
28 pieces  Assorted sizes  Grades PreK–5
Students will love digging through these goodies for the perfect reward for good work!
064422 320 Bonus Points or $9.00

New!  
Chalkboard Brights Incentives
When all 35 squares have been filled, it’s time for a reward!
Add on coordinating mini-stickers to complete the set.
Incentive Charts
Pack 36  6" x 5 ¼"  Grades PreK–5
065502 185 Bonus Points
Mini-Stickers
Pack of 578 stickers
Sheets 5 ¼" x 4 ⅜"  Grades K–8
065570 150 Bonus Points

New!  
No Homework Pencil Coupon Certificates
36 sheets  5 ¼" x 2 ¼"  Grades PreK–3
Just add names to these tear-off coupons for a reward students will love.
061014 175 Bonus Points

New!  
Superhero Super Student Slap Bracelets
Pack of 10  1 ½" x 9 ⅛"  Grades 1–8
Celebrate good work with these wearable rewards!
06406 190 Bonus Points or $5.00

Don’t see it here? Look for it online!
Scented Gummy Bear Writing Essentials
Pack of 4 Grades K–up
With bright colors, gourmet smells, and great writing quality, these bear-shaped writing tools make a sweet reward!

Includes 4 Scents:
• Strawberry
• Orange
• Watermelon
• Lemon

New! ClickIt Erasers
Pack of 4 4 ¼” tall Grades PreK–8
These retractable stick erasers work easily with the click of a button!
Sweet Things Erasers
065296 285 Bonus Points or $8.00
Comic Attack Erasers
065304 285 Bonus Points or $8.00

New! Awesome Organic Pencils
Pack of 10 Grades PreK–up
These eco-chic pencils feature natural wood and bold black graphics!
065155 125 Bonus Points

New! Smencil Buddies Pencil Case
4” x 9” x ¾” Grades PreK–8
This oversize scented pencil case with buddy key chain features an irresistibly bumpy texture that’s perfect for fidgeters

Jelly Donut–Scented
065197 395 Bonus Points
Watermelon–Scented
065189 395 Bonus Points
Pencils not included.

New! Emoji Reward Stickers
Pack of 75 stickers
Sheets 6” x 4 1/2” Grades PreK–8
There’s an emoji here for every mood!
064802 125 Bonus Points

Black Blank Drawing Paper
50 sheets 9” x 12” Grades PreK–up
Black paper makes gel pens and metallic markers pop and inspires creativity!
063028 180 Bonus Points

Crayola® Metallic Markers
Pack of 8 Grades PreK–up
063531 350 Bonus Points

New! Scented Gummy Bear Highlighters
2 ¼” tall
065239 195 Bonus Points

Scented Gummy Bear Mechanical Pencils
065221 195 Bonus Points

New! Jelly Donut–Scented
065197 395 Bonus Points
Watermelon–Scented
065189 395 Bonus Points
Pencils not included.

New! Super Class Magic Motion Stickers
Pack of 32 stickers
Sheets 5 ¼” x 4 ½” Grades PreK–8
Tilt back and forth to watch images move on these fun reward stickers!
064695 150 Bonus Points

scholastic.com/bonuscatalog
Master Key Concepts

Play, experiment, and master important concepts with these brain-boosting activities.

New! Counting Caterpillar
11 pieces
2 ¼” x 10 ¼” x 2 ¼”
Grades PreK–K
This colorful classic helps students learn number and color recognition while developing fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination!
066005 535 Bonus Points or $15.00

New! 1–10 Counting Owls Activity Set
37 pieces
Owls 1 ¼” x 1 ¼”
Cards 3” x 4”
Grades PreK–1
Stack, count, pattern, and perch these owls on their numbered branch to build early counting skills and one-to-one correspondence.
064935 675 Bonus Points or $19.00
Includes:
• 25 Stacking Owls
• Branch
• Spinner
• 10 Activity Cards
• Activity Guide

New! Construction Set in a Box
48 pieces
Grades PreK–1
Cultivate fine motor and problem-solving skills plus hand-eye coordination with a few twists and creative turns.
065924 675 Bonus Points or $19.00

New! Magnetic Counting Vehicle Puzzles
15 pieces
4 ¼” long assembled
Grades PreK–K
Each magnetic puzzle has the right number of pieces to create a different fun vehicle!
064927 425 Bonus Points

New! Snap-n-Learn Number Bugs
18 pieces
Bugs 1 ½” x 4” x 4”
Grades PreK–K
Promote fine motor skills and number sense simultaneously. These easy-to-handle pull-apart bugs are decorated with dots and corresponding numbers.
063325 725 Bonus Points or $20.00
Includes:
• 18 Pieces to Make 6 Bugs, Numbered 0–5
• Storage Container with Handle

New! 1 to 10 Counting Cans
65 pieces
Cans 4 ¼” x 3”
Grades PreK–1
Each counting can contains healthy treats in just the right quantity, shape, and texture to build early math skills.
064984 1500 Bonus Points

New! Catch & Count Fishing Game
Rods 17 ½” long
Grades PreK–K
For 1–2 players
With two magnetic rods, ten colorful numbered fish, and three ways to play, students will reel in counting, adding, subtracting, and matching skills every time they cast their lines.
063366 900 Bonus Points or $25.00
Includes:
• 2 Magnetic Rods and Reels
• 10 Magnetic Fish
• Spinner
• “Catch” Bag

New! Nesting & Sorting Garages & Cars
14 pieces
Nesting pieces up to 5 3/8” x 5 3/8” x 5 3/8”
Cars up to 2 ¾” x 3 ¾”
Grades PreK–K
Sort, count, build, mix, and match cars into their garages!
065973 865 Bonus Points or $24.00
Includes:
• 7 Numbered Garages
• 7 Numbered Wooden Cars

New! Two-Piece Counting Puzzles
Set of 25
Up to 4 ¼” tall
Grades PreK–1
These puzzle pairs are great for introducing counting and number concepts the hands-on way!
066047 430 Bonus Points or $12.00
Includes:
• 2 Magnetic Rods and Reels
• 10 Magnetic Fish
• 5 Pieces

Includes:
• 55 Plastic Fruits and Vegetables
• 10 Cardboard Cans with Lids
• Activity Guide

Includes:
• 5 Magnetic Rods and Reels
• 10 Magnetic Fish
• Spinner
• “Catch” Bag

Includes:
• 35 Stacking Owls
• Branch
• Spinner
• 10 Activity Cards
• Activity Guide

Includes:
• 2 Magnetic Rods and Reels
• 10 Magnetic Fish
• Spinner
• “Catch” Bag

Includes:
• 25 Stacking Owls
• Branch
• Spinner
• 10 Activity Cards
• Activity Guide

Includes:
• 25 Stacking Owls
• Branch
• Spinner
• 10 Activity Cards
• Activity Guide

Includes:
• 25 Stacking Owls
• Branch
• Spinner
• 10 Activity Cards
• Activity Guide

Includes:
• 25 Stacking Owls
• Branch
• Spinner
• 10 Activity Cards
• Activity Guide

Includes:
• 25 Stacking Owls
• Branch
• Spinner
• 10 Activity Cards
• Activity Guide

Includes:
• 25 Stacking Owls
• Branch
• Spinner
• 10 Activity Cards
• Activity Guide

Includes:
• 25 Stacking Owls
• Branch
• Spinner
• 10 Activity Cards
• Activity Guide

Includes:
• 25 Stacking Owls
• Branch
• Spinner
• 10 Activity Cards
• Activity Guide

Includes:
• 25 Stacking Owls
• Branch
• Spinner
• 10 Activity Cards
• Activity Guide

Includes:
• 25 Stacking Owls
• Branch
• Spinner
• 10 Activity Cards
• Activity Guide

Includes:
• 25 Stacking Owls
• Branch
• Spinner
• 10 Activity Cards
• Activity Guide

Includes:
• 25 Stacking Owls
• Branch
• Spinner
• 10 Activity Cards
• Activity Guide

Includes:
• 25 Stacking Owls
• Branch
• Spinner
• 10 Activity Cards
• Activity Guide

Includes:
• 25 Stacking Owls
• Branch
• Spinner
• 10 Activity Cards
• Activity Guide
New! ABC Picture Boards
65 pieces Picture boards 2 ½” x 5 ¼” Grades PreK–1
This illustrated literacy manipulative encourages letter, word, and color recognition and promotes matching, memory, and fine motor skills.
066013 725 Bonus Points or $20.00

New! Teaching Tac-Tiles™
31 pieces Largest piece 1 ½” x 2 ¼”
Cards 3 ½” x 3 ½” Grades PreK–1
This versatile learning manipulative is ideal for teaching shape and texture identification.
064976 675 Bonus Points or $19.00

New! Jumbo Chunky Puzzles
Puzzle board 11 ½” x 15 ¾” x ¼” Grades PreK–K
Develop hand-eye coordination and pre-reading skills with these chunky wooden puzzles.
Numbers 20 pieces
065957 675 Bonus Points or $19.00
ABCs 26 pieces
065965 675 Bonus Points or $19.00

New! Snap-n-Learn™ Alphabet Alligators
26 pieces Gators 1 ½” x 5” x 1 ¼” Grades PreK–K
Snap-together alligators make mastering uppercase and lowercase letter recognition fun while strengthening hand muscles.
062202 725 Bonus Points or $20.00

New! Giant Magnetic Letter Construction
21 pieces Up to 7 ½” tall Grades PreK–2
This magnetic construction set helps students master letter formation and strengthen fine motor skills.
065015 760 Bonus Points or $21.00

New! Alphabet Soup Sorters
209 pieces Cans 4 ¼” x 3” Grades PreK–1
Each can contains the perfect ingredients for enriching vocabulary, language, memory, and recall skills!
065007 1825 Bonus Points

New! Two-Piece Opposites Puzzles
Set of 25 Up to 5 ¼” tall Grades PreK–1
Use these two-piece puzzles to expand vocabulary and introduce the concept of opposites while building dexterity and motor skills.
066054 430 Bonus Points or $12.00

New! Numbers & Shapes Puzzle Blocks
Set of 6 2 ½” x 2 ½” x 2 ½” Grades PreK–K
064919 335 Bonus Points or $15.00

New! Alphabet Puzzle Blocks
Set of 9 2 ½” x 2 ½” x 2 ½” Grades PreK–K
064901 725 Bonus Points or $20.00

New! Best Seller
Snap-n-Learn™ Alphabet Alligators
26 pieces Gators 1 ½” x 5” x 1 ¼” Grades PreK–K
Snap-together alligators make mastering uppercase and lowercase letter recognition fun while strengthening hand muscles.
062202 725 Bonus Points or $20.00

Includes:
• 13 Double-Sided Wooden Picture Boards
• 52 Colorful Letters

Includes:
• 20 Pieces in 5 Shapes, 5 Colors, and 4 Textures
• 10 Cards
• Drawstring Bag
• Activity Guide

Includes:
• 2 Large Curves
• 4 Long Straight Lines
• 3 Medium Straight Lines
• 4 Short Straight Lines
• 3 Small Curves
• 2 “C” Curves
• 2 Hooks
• Dot
• Activity Guide

From sorting and stacking to matching and letter/number recognition, these smart puzzle blocks engage multiple skills at once!

scholastic.com/bonuscatalog
Math Resources

These brain-boosting math resources offer a wide range of hands-on solutions for teaching and learning math!

Write 'n' Wipe Venn Diagram Mats
Pack of 10 14 1/4 x 19 1/4 Grades 1–up
This reusable graphic organizer is the easiest way to visually reinforce classification and organization lessons.
65619 840 Bonus Points or $23.00

Black Write 'n' Wipe Boards
Pack of 10 9” x 12”
Math facts, drawings, and more look amazing on the black surface of these lapboards.
Blank
Grades PreK–8
65635 395 Bonus Points or $11.00
1-Cm. Grid
Grades 1–8
65643 395 Bonus Points or $11.00

Neon Dry-Erase Markers
Pack of 4 Grades PreK–8
Vibrant neon colors stand out on both black and white dry-erase surfaces.
65650 250 Bonus Points or $7.00

Write-On/Wipe-Off 1–20 Number Paths
Cards 4” x 20” Grades PreK–1
64570 355 Bonus Points or $10.00

Unifix® Cubes Ten-Frame Cards
60 cards 6” x 3 1/2” Grades K–2
Jumbo ten-frame cards filled with colorful Unifix cubes build fluency in base ten. Double-sided and dual-colored for partner games!
64653 285 Bonus Points or $8.00

Magnetic Demonstration Place Value Sticks
Set of 45 Up to 6 ¾” tall Grades 1–6
Explore place value and use knowledge of grouping to count these big and colorful bundles quickly!
64153 465 Bonus Points or $13.00

Color Cubed Strategy Game
40 cards 3” x 3” Grades K–up For 2–6 players
Match the most colors to win in this addictive strategy game that builds matching, critical-thinking, and addition skills.
64943 465 Bonus Points or $13.00

Write-On/Wipe-Off 1–10 Number Paths
Cards 4” x 13” Grades PreK–1
64562 320 Bonus Points or $9.00

Write-On/Wipe-Off 10 Number Paths
Set of 10
Easier than a number line, number paths support counting, cardinality, comparing, and numeral recognition as students move along the path.

Don’t see it here? Look for it online!
New! Giant Magnetic Foam Dominoes Set
Set of 28 5” x 2 ¼” x ½” Grades K–up
Jumbo dominoes made of durable, lightweight foam come in six bright colors.
065585 865 Bonus Points or $24.00

New! Gallon Balance Kit
31 tiles Balance scale 13 ½” x 18” x 5” assembled
Largest tile 7 ⅞” x 4 ⅛” Grades 1–8
Weigh out volume relationships with relational tiles! Perfect for visualizing greater than, less than, and equal to.
065593 900 Bonus Points or $25.00

New! Magnetic Demonstration 0–120 Chart
50 pieces Chart measures 33 ½” x 24” assembled
Grades 1–8
Instantly turn your whiteboard into a number chart or path, and then use accessories to build number knowledge in a variety of ways.
065775 1180 Bonus Points or $33.00

New! Brights™ Attribute Blocks Desk Set
60 pieces Up to 3” x 3” x 3” Grades K–4
Sort, trace, pattern, and explore all facets of geometry! Comes in a sturdy tray with shape-sorter lid.
065056 725 Bonus Points or $20.00

New! Number Bonds Magnet Set
Set of 5 Up to 12 ¼” x 15” Grades K–3
Model equations on the large bond, and use smaller bonds for individual practice.
064174 605 Bonus Points or $17.00

New! Magnetic Demonstration 0–120 Chart
50 pieces Chart measures 33 ½” x 24” assembled
Grades 1–8
Instantly turn your whiteboard into a number chart or path, and then use accessories to build number knowledge in a variety of ways.
065775 1180 Bonus Points or $33.00

Includes:
• 9 Green Chart Pieces
• 20 Highlighting Frames
• 20 Cover-Up Squares
• Unique T-Shaped More/Less Piece

New! Ten Frames Magnet Set
66 pieces Up to 6 1/8” x 15” Grades K–2
Two sizes of frames let you explore base-ten number concepts with the whole class or for individual practice.
064166 725 Bonus Points or $20.00

Includes:
• Whole
• Halves
• Thirds
• Fourths
• Fifths
• Sixths
• Eighths
• Tenths
• Twelfths

New! Write-On/Wipe-Off Fact Family Triangle Mats
Set of 10 9” x 12” These fill-in graphic organizers are endlessly reusable and help students deepen knowledge of number relationships.

Addition
Grades 1–3
064598 550 Bonus Points

Multiplication
Grades 2–4
064596 550 Bonus Points

Includes:
• Whole
• Halves
• Thirds
• Fourths
• Fifths
• Sixths
• Eighths
• Tenths
• Twelfths

New! Rainbow Fraction® Equivalency Pocket Chart
153 cards Pocket chart 27” x 19 ½” Grades 1–8
This comprehensive fraction chart teaches parts of a whole, repeating decimals, percentages, common denominators, and conversions.
065031 995 Bonus Points

New! Rainbow Fraction® Equivalency Pocket Chart
153 cards Pocket chart 27” x 19 ½” Grades 1–8
This comprehensive fraction chart teaches parts of a whole, repeating decimals, percentages, common denominators, and conversions.
065031 995 Bonus Points

scholastic.com/bonuscatalog
Includes:

- 90 Single Cubes with Most Frequently Used Two-Letter Initial Blends, Medial Blends, Diagraphs, and Dipthongs
- Plastic Storage Container
- Teacher Guide

Unifix® Cubes
Set of 90 7/8" x 7/8" x 7/8" Grades K–3
These cubes snap together to build literacy skills from alphabetical order and sight words to proper use of capitals and more!

CVC Cubes Set
065567 750 Bonus Points

Blends Cubes Set
065564 750 Bonus Points

Includes:

- 90 Single-Letter Cubes (Blue Consonants and Red Vowels)
- Plastic Storage Container
- Teacher Guide

Unifix® Word Ladders
12 cards 15 ¾" x 3 ½" Grades K–3
Swap the letters to build words—plus vocabulary and spelling skills—with each step down the ladder using this hands-on literacy activity.

CVC Words
065592 320 Bonus Points or $9.00
Blends
065700 320 Bonus Points or $9.00

Contraction Chart
22" x 17" Grades 1–5
Two words make one shorter word on this colorful chart, which provides constant reinforcement of valuable language arts skills.

066088
140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

Be More Descriptive Chart
22" x 17" Grades 1–5
Like an abbreviated thesaurus, this quick reference chart helps writers use new words.

066112
140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

Explore numerical order, create words, and more with letters and numbers that cling to whiteboards for hands-on exploration!

Unifix® Word Ladders
12 cards 15 ¾" x 3 ½" Grades K–3
Swap the letters to build words—plus vocabulary and spelling skills—with each step down the ladder using this hands-on literacy activity.

CVC Words
065592 320 Bonus Points or $9.00
Blends
065700 320 Bonus Points or $9.00

Contractions Chart
22" x 17 Grade 1–5
Two words make one shorter word on this colorful chart, which provides constant reinforcement of valuable language arts skills.

066088
140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

Be More Descriptive Chart
22" x 17" Grades 1–5
Like an abbreviated thesaurus, this quick reference chart helps writers use new words.

066112
140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

WonderFoam® Magnetic Letters with Consonant Blends
104 pieces Up to 1 ½" tall Grades PreK–3
067151 670 Bonus Points

New!

Unifix® Word Ladders
12 cards 15 ¾" x 3 ½" Grades K–3
Swap the letters to build words—plus vocabulary and spelling skills—with each step down the ladder using this hands-on literacy activity.

CVC Words
065592 320 Bonus Points or $9.00
Blends
065700 320 Bonus Points or $9.00

Explore numerical order, create words, and more with letters and numbers that cling to whiteboards for hands-on exploration!

Unifix® Word Ladders
12 cards 15 ¾" x 3 ½" Grades K–3
Swap the letters to build words—plus vocabulary and spelling skills—with each step down the ladder using this hands-on literacy activity.

CVC Words
065592 320 Bonus Points or $9.00
Blends
065700 320 Bonus Points or $9.00

New!

Explode CVC Words
Set of 12 ¾" x 1 ½" Grades PreK–3
These cubes snap together to build literacy skills from alphabetical order and sight words to proper use of capitals and more!

CVC Cubes Set
065592 750 Bonus Points

Blends Cubes Set
065594 750 Bonus Points

New!

Super Power Super Word Choices Bulletin Board Set
43 pieces Up to 24" x 17" Grades 2–5
Encourage students to use strong verbs, adjectives, and adverbs with this handy reference.

066138 465 Bonus Points or $13.00

New!

Contractions Chart
22" x 17" Grades 1–5
Two words make one shorter word on this colorful chart, which provides constant reinforcement of valuable language arts skills.

066112
140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

New!

Be More Descriptive Chart
22" x 17" Grades 1–5
Like an abbreviated thesaurus, this quick reference chart helps writers use new words.

066112
140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

New!

Unifix® Learning Magnets®
Set of 90 Picture pieces 1 ¾" x 1 ½" Grades K–3
Easily recognizable everyday objects are depicted with corresponding labels. Great for developing vocabulary and classifying skills.

Verbs
065734 795 Bonus Points or $22.00
Nouns
065742 795 Bonus Points

New!

Super Power Super Word Choices Bulletin Board Set
43 pieces Up to 24" x 17" Grades 2–5
Encourage students to use strong verbs, adjectives, and adverbs with this handy reference.

066138 465 Bonus Points or $13.00

500 Bonus Points or Less
New! Magnetic Big Wall Words
100 pieces
1 ½" x 4 ¼" Grades 1–3
Create an easy-to-read word wall in a snap with these jumbo magnetic sight words.
Level 1 (Blue)
064406 675 Bonus Points or $19.00
Level 2 (Green)
064446 675 Bonus Points or $19.00
Level 3 (Red)
064456 675 Bonus Points or $19.00

New! 50 Sight-Word Phrases
50 cards 2" x 8" Move beyond isolated sight-word practice with these laminated flash cards that reinforce visual scanning and fluent phrasing for readers at developing and transitional stages.
Developing Readers
Grades PreK–2 065353 395 Bonus Points or $11.00
Transitional Readers
Grades 1–4 065361 395 Bonus Points or $11.00

New! Grammar Poster Set
Set of 9 19" x 13 3/8" Grades 1–8
Loaded with examples, these posters help students hone their grammar skills!
065726 890 Bonus Points Ships separately.

New! Magnetic Wooden Letters and Numbers
Grades PreK–1
Ideal for letter and number recognition, these colorful wooden magnets can also be used for stenciling, storytelling—or hanging artwork!
Magnetic Wooden Letters
52 pieces
062244 530 Bonus Points
Magnetic Wooden Numbers
37 pieces
062251 530 Bonus Points

New! Reading Guides
Pack of 12 Grades 1–5
The highlighted transparent window helps text pop into view and increases concentration, comprehension, and enjoyment!
Reading Guide Strips 1 ¼" x 7"
065841 430 Bonus Points
Big Reading Guides 3 ¾" x 7"
065858 700 Bonus Points

New! Writing Process Magnets
9 pieces Up to 8" x 9 ½" Grades 1–8
Use these bright magnets to teach the whole writing process from beginning to end.
065791 590 Bonus Points

New! My Storybook
Pack of 12 8 ½" x 5 ½" Grades K–5
Twenty-four lined pages with drawing space let students write and illustrate their very own journals, stories, and more!
066278 725 Bonus Points or $20.00

Best Sellers

Magnetic Wooden Letters and Numbers
Grades PreK–1
Ideal for letter and number recognition, these colorful wooden magnets can also be used for stenciling, storytelling—or hanging artwork!
Magnetic Wooden Letters
52 pieces
062244 530 Bonus Points
Magnetic Wooden Numbers
37 pieces
062251 530 Bonus Points

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

scholastic.com/bonuscatalog
Book & Audio Sets

Build listening skills, focus, and fluency with audiobooks that bring words on the page to life!

All individual titles can be found online.

New! Soft Rocker 33” x 17” x 28” Grades PreK–up
This soft seat provides support and a curved base allows for gentle movement while reading.
066237 Blue 4975 Bonus Points
066245 Red 4975 Bonus Points
Weight capacity 200 lbs. each. Ships separately.

New! Book Buddy Bags
Set of 6 12 ½” x 10 ½” Grades PreK–5
These clear poly bags with sturdy snap shut handles are ideal for books.
061303 355 Bonus Points or $10.00

Book not included.

New! Wooden Stacking Audio Unit
25” x 18” x 12” Grades PreK–up
Keep all the components of your listening center together in this durable two-piece wooden unit.
061113 3235 Bonus Points

USB Portable CD Player
6” x 12” x 9” Grades PreK–up
062376 3340 Bonus Points

8-Position Headphone Listening Center Grades PreK–up
062384 5995 Bonus Points

Components not included. Adult assembly required. Each item ships separately.

New! Giraffes Can’t Dance
LEX: AD450L GRL: M DRA: 20–24 AR: 3.8
066526 180 Bonus Points or $7.00

New! Are Pirates Polite?
LEX: AD850L GRL: K DRA: 16–18 AR: 3.7
066856 180 Bonus Points or $7.00

New! Book Buddy Bags
Set of 6 12 ½” x 10 ½” Grades PreK–5
These clear poly bags with sturdy snap shut handles are ideal for books.
061303 355 Bonus Points or $10.00

New! Red: A Crayon’s Story
LEX: AD120L GRL: L DRA: 20–24 AR: 1.6
066401 180 Bonus Points or $7.00

New! Good Night Owl
LEX: 230L GRL: H DRA: 14
066419 180 Bonus Points or $7.00

New! Shark Detective!
LEX: AD350L GRL: K DRA: 16–18
066435 180 Bonus Points or $7.00

New! How Do Dinosaurs Stay Friends?
LEX: AD560L GRL: J DRA: 16–18 AR: 2.5
066468 180 Bonus Points or $7.00

New! Peanut Butter & Cupcake!
LEX: AD750L GRL: K DRA: 16–18 AR: 3.3
066450 180 Bonus Points or $7.00

New! Giraffes Can’t Dance
LEX: AD450L GRL: M DRA: 20–24 AR: 3.8
066526 180 Bonus Points or $7.00

New! How Do Dinosaurs Stay Friends?
LEX: AD560L GRL: J DRA: 16–18 AR: 2.5
066468 180 Bonus Points or $7.00

New! Book Buddy Bags
Set of 6 12 ½” x 10 ½” Grades PreK–5
These clear poly bags with sturdy snap shut handles are ideal for books.
061303 355 Bonus Points or $10.00

New! Red: A Crayon’s Story
LEX: AD120L GRL: L DRA: 20–24 AR: 1.6
066401 180 Bonus Points or $7.00

New! Good Night Owl
LEX: 230L GRL: H DRA: 14
066419 180 Bonus Points or $7.00

New! Shark Detective!
LEX: AD350L GRL: K DRA: 16–18
066435 180 Bonus Points or $7.00

New! How Do Dinosaurs Stay Friends?
LEX: AD560L GRL: J DRA: 16–18 AR: 2.5
066468 180 Bonus Points or $7.00

New! Peanut Butter & Cupcake!
LEX: AD750L GRL: K DRA: 16–18 AR: 3.3
066450 180 Bonus Points or $7.00

New! Giraffes Can’t Dance
LEX: AD450L GRL: M DRA: 20–24 AR: 3.8
066526 180 Bonus Points or $7.00

New! Are Pirates Polite?
LEX: AD850L GRL: K DRA: 16–18 AR: 3.7
066856 180 Bonus Points or $7.00

Selling Listening Library
066732 725 Bonus Points or $20.00

Teacher Favorites Listening Library
LEX: AD150L–AD530L GRL: E–L DRA: 8–24 AR: 1.0–2.9
066765 725 Bonus Points or $20.00

Award-Winning Listening Library
LEX: AD410L–AD620L GRL: K–M DRA: 16–24 AR: 2.3–3.1
066757 430 Bonus Points or $12.00

New! Must-Haves Listening Library
066724 725 Bonus Points or $20.00

Bestselling Listening Library
066732 725 Bonus Points or $20.00

Seasonal Listening Library
066740 725 Bonus Points or $20.00

Components not included. Adult assembly required. Each item ships separately.

Don’t see it here? Look for it online!
Literature Circles

BUY 5 Get 1 More FREE!

Handpicked by reading experts, these best-loved books inspire excitement for reading and learning!

All individual titles can be found online.

Because of Winn-Dixie 6-Book Pack
LEX: 610L GRL: R DRA: 40 AR: 3.9
061139 865 Bonus Points or $20.00

I Totally Funniest 6-Book Pack
LEX: 700L GRL: T DRA: 50 AR: 4.5
066377 865 Bonus Points or $20.00

The Chocolate Touch 6-Book Pack
LEX: 710L GRL: N DRA: 40 AR: 4.7
061386 640 Bonus Points or $15.00

The BFG 6-Book Pack
LEX: 720L GRL: U DRA: 50 AR: 4.8
066351 865 Bonus Points or $20.00

Because of Winn-Dixie 6-Book Pack
LEX: 550L GRL: U DRA: 50 AR: 4.2
067102 865 Bonus Points or $20.00

Class Dismissed 6-Book Pack
LEX: 640L GRL: T DRA: 40 AR: 4.4
065135 865 Bonus Points or $20.00

The One and Only Ivan 6-Book Pack
LEX: 570L GRL: S DRA: 40–50 AR: 3.6
062608 1075 Bonus Points or $25.00

Flora & Ulysses 6-Book Pack
LEX: 520L GRL: U DRA: 50 AR: 4.3
062640 865 Bonus Points or $25.00

The Lemonade War 6-Book Pack
LEX: 630L GRL: S DRA: 40–50 AR: 4.1
063382 640 Bonus Points or $15.00

I Survived the Eruption of Mount St. Helens, 1980 6-Book Pack
LEX: 640L GRL: R DRA: 40
066302 640 Bonus Points or $15.00

I Survived the Joplin Tornado, 2011 6-Book Pack
LEX: 710L GRL: R DRA: 40 AR: 5.1
062897 640 Bonus Points or $15.00

I Survived the Hindenburg Disaster, 1937 6-Book Pack
LEX: 700L GRL: S DRA: 40–50 AR: 5.0
063804 640 Bonus Points or $15.00

Clear Library Pockets
Pack of 25 5” x 3 ½” Grades Prek–6
See-through adhesive pockets help you keep track of classroom books.
062319 190 Bonus Points or $5.00
Book and card not included.

How to Choose the Right Book Chart
22” x 17” Grades 1–5
Five strategies help students pick just-right books and grow as readers.
066120 140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

New! How to Choose the Right Book Chart
22” x 17” Grades 1–5
Five strategies help students pick just-right books and grow as readers.
066120 140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

Clear Library Pockets
Pack of 25 5” x 3 ½” Grades Prek–6
See-through adhesive pockets help you keep track of classroom books.
062319 190 Bonus Points or $5.00
Book and card not included.

Wonder 6-Book Pack
LEX: 790L GRL: U DRA: 40–50 AR: 4.8
066557 2990 Bonus Points or $70.00

Wonder Journal
062806 310 Bonus Points or $12.00

New! The Writing Process Chart
22” x 17” Grades 2–8
Essential questions for each step in the writing process help students think through their writing and do their best work!
066104 140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

New! The Writing Process Chart
22” x 17” Grades 2–8
Essential questions for each step in the writing process help students think through their writing and do their best work!
066104 140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

New! The Writing Process Chart
22” x 17” Grades 2–8
Essential questions for each step in the writing process help students think through their writing and do their best work!
066104 140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.
Birthday Celebration

Make birthdays special for each and every student with these celebratory supplies!

**New!**
▲ Painted Palette Birthday Sticker Badges
Pack of 36 3 3/4” x 2 1/2” Grades PreK–5
Colorful birthday badges make students feel like winners on their big day!
064760 145 Bonus Points or $4.00

**New!**
▲ Magnetic Superhero Birthday Mini Bulletin Board Set
58 pieces
Largest piece 2 1/4” x 11 1/4”
Labels 1” x 2 1/4”
Grades 1–8
Customize this colorful comic book-themed birthday chart and celebrate your super students on their special day!
064489 320 Bonus Points or $9.00

**New!**
▲ Chalk It Up! Happy Birthday Chart
22” x 17”
Grades PreK–8
This cute and compact chart helps you keep track of class birthdays all year long!
065569 140 Bonus Points

**New!**
▲ Color My World Birthday Cake Recognition Awards
Pack of 36 5 1/4” x 8 1/4” Grades PreK–8
Recognize students on their special day with a festive keepsake award!
067128 150 Bonus Points

**New!**
▲ Happy Birthday Wearable Hats
Pack of 32 Grades PreK–8
Birthday boys and girls rule the day with these one-size-fits-all crowns.
064679 430 Bonus Points or $12.00

**New!**
▲ Chevron Birthday Pencils
Pack of 10 Grades PreK–up
With bright erasers and festive prints, these pencils will make birthday boys and girls smile!
065148 125 Bonus Points

**New!**
▲ Happy Birthday Wristbands
Pack of 10 Grades PreK–8
064619 145 Bonus Points or $4.00

**New!**
▲ Pete the Cat® Groovy Birthday Bookmarks and Awards
Pack of 30 bookmarks 1 3/4” x 5 1/4”
Pack of 30 awards 5 3/8” x 6 1/4”
Grades PreK–3
It doesn’t get any better than birthday wishes from the coolest cat ever. Each award features a keepsake bookmark.
063176 190 Bonus Points or $5.00

**New!**
▲ Polka Dots Happy Birthday Slap Bracelets
Pack of 10 1” x 9 1/2” Grades PreK–8
These fun, wearable birthday gifts wrap around wrists for a perfect custom fit.
064398 190 Bonus Points or $5.00

**New!**
▲ Birthday Sticker Badges
Pack of 32 2 1/4” diameter Grades PreK–up
These fun fill-in birthday stickers are customizable for each child’s birthday.
062152 145 Bonus Points or $4.00

**New!**
▲ Chalk It Up! Birthday Chart
22” x 17”
Grades PreK–8
This cute and compact chart helps you keep track of class birthdays all year long!
065569 140 Bonus Points

**New!**
▲ Happy Birthday Wristbands
Pack of 10 Grades PreK–8
064619 145 Bonus Points or $4.00

**New!**
▲ Painted Palette Birthday Sticker Badges
Pack of 36 3 3/4” x 2 1/2” Grades PreK–5
Colorful birthday badges make students feel like winners on their big day!
064760 145 Bonus Points or $4.00

**New!**
▲ Magnetic Superhero Birthday Mini Bulletin Board Set
58 pieces
Largest piece 2 1/4” x 11 1/4”
Labels 1” x 2 1/4”
Grades 1–8
Customize this colorful comic book-themed birthday chart and celebrate your super students on their special day!
064489 320 Bonus Points or $9.00

**New!**
▲ Chalk It Up! Happy Birthday Chart
22” x 17”
Grades PreK–8
This cute and compact chart helps you keep track of class birthdays all year long!
065569 140 Bonus Points

**New!**
▲ Color My World Birthday Cake Recognition Awards
Pack of 36 5 1/4” x 8 1/4” Grades PreK–8
Recognize students on their special day with a festive keepsake award!
067128 150 Bonus Points

**New!**
▲ Happy Birthday Wearable Hats
Pack of 32 Grades PreK–8
Birthday boys and girls rule the day with these one-size-fits-all crowns.
064679 430 Bonus Points or $12.00

**New!**
▲ Chevron Birthday Pencils
Pack of 10 Grades PreK–up
With bright erasers and festive prints, these pencils will make birthday boys and girls smile!
065148 125 Bonus Points

**New!**
▲ Happy Birthday Wristbands
Pack of 10 Grades PreK–8
064619 145 Bonus Points or $4.00

Look for ▲ for Items 500 Bonus Points or Less
Teacher Helpers

Use and reuse these time-saving tools to boost your teaching and enhance learning.

New!
Magnetic Vowel Owls
Set of 6
6 ¼" x 5" Grades K–2
Soar to new heights of phonemic awareness with this skill-building set of magnetic write-and-wipe manipulatives!
064968
500 Bonus Points or $14.00

New!
Chevrons and Dots Magnetic Pockets
Grades PreK–up
Create pockets on any magnetic surface instantly! Perfect for word cards, math problems, class jobs, calendar days, and much more!
Large Magnetic Pockets
Set of 4 2" x 14" Pockets 12 ½" wide
064323
355 Bonus Points or $10.00

New!
Chevrons and Dots Magnetic Pockets
Grades PreK–up
Create pockets on any magnetic surface instantly! Perfect for word cards, math problems, class jobs, calendar days, and much more!
Small Magnetic Pockets
Set of 8 2" x 7" Pockets 5 ½" wide
064315
355 Bonus Points or $10.00

New!
Transparent Inchworms™ Rulers
Set of 10 12" long
Grades K–2
With easy-to-read numbers and a transparent twist, these measuring tools rule.
065049
570 Bonus Points or $16.00

New!
Magnetic Number Concepts
13 pieces
Number line 24 ¼" assembled Grades 1–3
This manipulative exposes students to number words, numerals, base-ten representations, and number lines. It's an all-in-one no-prep set!
064471
190 Bonus Points or $5.00

New!
Magnetic Notebook Paper
28" x 22" Grades PreK–up
Model note taking, writing letters, heading papers, and more on this giant magnetic notebook page. Just write, wipe, and reuse!
065023
970 Bonus Points or $27.00

New!
Magnetic Sentence Strips (not shown)
Pack of 10 3" x 24" Grades PreK–6
063606
570 Bonus Points or $16.00

New!
Learning Flash Cards
324 cards 5 ¼" x 3 ¼" Grades PreK–3
Six decks of self-checking cards come in a sturdy storage box with tabbed dividers for quick and easy access.
Math Flash Cards
066179
640 Bonus Points or $18.00
Contains 6 sets (54 cards each): Addition 0–12, Subtraction 0–12, Multiplication 0–12, Division 0–12, Fractions, and Time & Money. Includes tab dividers for easy access and organization and bonus resource cards for ideas, games, and activities.

New!
Early Learning Flash Cards
066161
640 Bonus Points or $18.00
Contains 6 sets (54 cards each): Alphabet, Colors & Shapes, First Words, Numbers 0–25, Phonics, and Sight Words. Includes tab dividers for easy access and organization and bonus resource cards for ideas, games, and activities.

New!
Magnetic Demonstration Clock
12" diameter Grades 1–3
This easy-to-read magnetic teaching clock with geared hands is a must-have math resource.
064620
250 Bonus Points

New!
Triangle Cards
Pack of 36 6" x 6" x 6" Grades K–up
Create unique flash cards that teach math operations and the relationship between them with these colorful triangle cards.
066260
250 Bonus Points

New!
Magnetic Numbers
13 pieces
Number line 24 ¼" Grades K–3
064471
190 Bonus Points or $5.00

New!
Magnetic Pockets
Set of 3 6" x 8" Grades PreK–up
Keep important supplies and materials at your fingertips with these magnetic pockets.
066153
465 Bonus Points or $13.00
Contents not included.

New!
Magnetic Notebook
28" x 22" Grades PreK–up
Model note taking, writing letters, heading papers, and more on this giant magnetic notebook page. Just write, wipe, and reuse!
065023
970 Bonus Points or $27.00

New!
Magnetic Number Concepts
13 pieces
Number line 24 ¼" assembled Grades 1–3
This manipulative exposes students to number words, numerals, base-ten representations, and number lines. It’s an all-in-one no-prep set!
064471
190 Bonus Points or $5.00

New!
Magnetic Notebook Paper
28" x 22" Grades PreK–up
Model note taking, writing letters, heading papers, and more on this giant magnetic notebook page. Just write, wipe, and reuse!
065023
970 Bonus Points or $27.00

New!
Magnetic Sentence Strips (not shown)
Pack of 10 3" x 24" Grades PreK–6
063606
570 Bonus Points or $16.00

New!
Chevrons and Dots Magnetic Pockets
Grades PreK–up
Create pockets on any magnetic surface instantly! Perfect for word cards, math problems, class jobs, calendar days, and much more!
Large Magnetic Pockets
Set of 4 2" x 14" Pockets 12 ½" wide
064323
355 Bonus Points or $10.00

New!
Chevrons and Dots Magnetic Pockets
Grades PreK–up
Create pockets on any magnetic surface instantly! Perfect for word cards, math problems, class jobs, calendar days, and much more!
Small Magnetic Pockets
Set of 8 2" x 7" Pockets 5 ½" wide
064315
355 Bonus Points or $10.00

New!
Magnetic Pockets
Set of 3 6" x 8" Grades PreK–up
Keep important supplies and materials at your fingertips with these magnetic pockets.
066153
465 Bonus Points or $13.00
Contents not included.

New!
Magnetic Notebook
28" x 22" Grades PreK–up
Model note taking, writing letters, heading papers, and more on this giant magnetic notebook page. Just write, wipe, and reuse!
065023
970 Bonus Points or $27.00

New!
Magnetic Number Concepts
13 pieces
Number line 24 ¼" assembled Grades 1–3
This manipulative exposes students to number words, numerals, base-ten representations, and number lines. It’s an all-in-one no-prep set!
064471
190 Bonus Points or $5.00

New!
Magnetic Notebook Paper
28" x 22" Grades PreK–up
Model note taking, writing letters, heading papers, and more on this giant magnetic notebook page. Just write, wipe, and reuse!
065023
970 Bonus Points or $27.00

New!
Magnetic Sentence Strips (not shown)
Pack of 10 3" x 24" Grades PreK–6
063606
570 Bonus Points or $16.00

New!
Chevrons and Dots Magnetic Pockets
Grades PreK–up
Create pockets on any magnetic surface instantly! Perfect for word cards, math problems, class jobs, calendar days, and much more!
Large Magnetic Pockets
Set of 4 2" x 14" Pockets 12 ½" wide
064323
355 Bonus Points or $10.00

New!
Chevrons and Dots Magnetic Pockets
Grades PreK–up
Create pockets on any magnetic surface instantly! Perfect for word cards, math problems, class jobs, calendar days, and much more!
Small Magnetic Pockets
Set of 8 2" x 7" Pockets 5 ½" wide
064315
355 Bonus Points or $10.00

New!
Magnetic Pockets
Set of 3 6" x 8" Grades PreK–up
Keep important supplies and materials at your fingertips with these magnetic pockets.
066153
465 Bonus Points or $13.00
Contents not included.
From emojis to ABCs, these fun borders draw attention to any display.

**New!** Be Your Best Borders
Set of 12 3" x 36" Total 36' Grades PreK–5
066252 225 Bonus Points

**New!** Emoji Borders
Set of 12 2 ⅝" x 35" Total 35' Grades PreK–5
064794 140 Bonus Points

**New!** Die-Cut Alphabet Letters Borders
Set of 12 3 ¼" x 37" Total 37' Grades PreK–5
064661 225 Bonus Points

**New!** Black Polka Dots Magnetic Borders
Set of 12 Grades PreK–5
Large Magnetic Borders 1 ½" x 24" Total 24'
065460 355 Bonus Points or $10.00
Small Magnetic Borders ⅜" x 12" Total 12'
065452 190 Bonus Points or $5.00

**New!** Magnetic Polka Dot Letters
57 pieces 2 ⅞" tall Grades 1–up
Create a culture of resilience, grit, and can-do attitudes!
064497 320 Bonus Points or $9.00

**New!** Magnetic Pointing Fingers
Die-Cut Magnets
Pack of 8 2 ⅜" x 4 ½" Grades 1–up
Finger pointers are perfect for labeling, tagging, and highlighting important information.
065833 190 Bonus Points or $5.00

**New!** Superhero Sayings Accents
Set of 30  Up to 7 ⅛" wide Grades PreK–8
Decorate bulletin boards, walls, and whiteboards with powerful words of encouragement in comic bursts!
065429 190 Bonus Points or $5.00

**New!** Young & Blue Paper Lanterns
Set of 3 Lanterns 8", 10", and 12" diameter Grades PreK–6
Pop open these paper lanterns to decorate, then fold them flat to store!
064380 285 Bonus Points or $7.00
Strings not included.

**New!** Human Body Bulletin Board Set
84 pieces  Up to 24" x 13 ⅛" Grades 2–8
Build four different systems of the body, then use 80 color-coded labels to identify the major organs and systems.
066211 580 Bonus Points
Ships separately.
Classroom Management

Keep students organized, focused, and academically productive with these ready resources!

New! How Are You Feeling Today? Chart
22" x 17" Grades PreK–8
Expressive faces and feeling words help students identify and name their emotions.
064836 140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

New! Behavior Clip Chart Mini Bulletin Board Set
21 pieces Up to 22" x 6" Grades PreK–5
Help students keep track of their behavior throughout the day and develop personal accountability for their choices with this whole class management tool.
065544 285 Bonus Points or $8.00
Clothespins not included.

New! Gold Foil Star Stickers

New! Classroom 30-Slot Mailbox

New! Classic Call Bell

New! Mini Message Boards

New! The Original Visual Timer in 8 Different Time Increments

New! Mini Sand Timers
3 ½” x 1” Grades PreK–up
Combo Pack Set of 8 064349 355 Bonus Points or $10.00
10-Minute Set of 4 064356 190 Bonus Points or $5.00
1-Minute Set of 4 063002 190 Bonus Points or $5.00 (not shown)
5-Minute Set of 4 063010 190 Bonus Points or $5.00 (not shown)

New! Large Horizontal Incentive Chart
22 ¼” x 28 ½” Grades PreK–5
Use this large customizable chart with mini-stickers to keep track of attendance, behavior, acts of kindness, and more for the whole class.
065536 125 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

New! Self-Adhesive Labeling Pockets
Pack of 25 3 ⅛” x 4” Inserts 2 ¼” x 3 ¼” Grades PreK–up
Label cubbies, containers, supplies, and more with these convenient self-adhesive labeling pockets.
064539 355 Bonus Points or $10.00

New! Magnetic Hall Passes
Set of 3 2 ¼” x 6 ¼” Grades PreK–8
Magnetic passes cling to whiteboards, metal cabinets, doors, or any magnetically receptive surface (even bathroom stalls)!
065494 355 Bonus Points or $10.00

New! 2-Drawer Cube Organizer
6” x 6” x 7 ¼” Grades PreK–up
Keep small manipulatives and supplies organized in this compact cube. Stack more cubes to create a storage system!
066617 675 Bonus Points or $19.00
Contents not included.

New! Attitude & Gratitude Poster Set
Set of 2 19” x 13 ¼” Grades 1–up
Harness the power of positive attitude to elevate your classroom atmosphere!
064745 250 Bonus Points or $7.00
Ships separately.

These and more of your favorites are available online!

gold foil star stickers
classroom 30-slot mailbox
classic call bell
mini message boards

The Original Visual Timer in 8 Different Time Increments
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Girls

New! Hall Passes
Magnetic

New! Self-Adhesive Labeling Pockets
Pack of 25 3 ⅛” x 4” Inserts 2 ¼” x 3 ¼” Grades PreK–up
Label cubbies, containers, supplies, and more with these convenient self-adhesive labeling pockets.
064539 355 Bonus Points or $10.00

New! How Are You Feeling Today? Chart
22” x 17” Grades PreK–8
Expressive faces and feeling words help students identify and name their emotions.
064836 140 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

New! Behavior Clip Chart Mini Bulletin Board Set
21 pieces Up to 22” x 6” Grades PreK–5
Help students keep track of their behavior throughout the day and develop personal accountability for their choices with this whole class management tool.
065544 285 Bonus Points or $8.00
Clothespins not included.

New! Gold Foil Star Stickers

New! Classroom 30-Slot Mailbox

New! Classic Call Bell

New! Mini Message Boards

New! The Original Visual Timer in 8 Different Time Increments

New! Mini Sand Timers
3 ½” x 1” Grades PreK–up
Combo Pack Set of 8 064349 355 Bonus Points or $10.00
10-Minute Set of 4 064356 190 Bonus Points or $5.00
1-Minute Set of 4 063002 190 Bonus Points or $5.00 (not shown)
5-Minute Set of 4 063010 190 Bonus Points or $5.00 (not shown)

New! Large Horizontal Incentive Chart
22 ¼” x 28 ½” Grades PreK–5
Use this large customizable chart with mini-stickers to keep track of attendance, behavior, acts of kindness, and more for the whole class.
065536 125 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

New! Self-Adhesive Labeling Pockets
Pack of 25 3 ⅛” x 4” Inserts 2 ¼” x 3 ¼” Grades PreK–up
Label cubbies, containers, supplies, and more with these convenient self-adhesive labeling pockets.
064539 355 Bonus Points or $10.00

New! Magnetic Hall Passes
Set of 3 2 ¼” x 6 ¼” Grades PreK–8
Magnetic passes cling to whiteboards, metal cabinets, doors, or any magnetically receptive surface (even bathroom stalls)!
065494 355 Bonus Points or $10.00

New! 2-Drawer Cube Organizer
6” x 6” x 7 ¼” Grades PreK–up
Keep small manipulatives and supplies organized in this compact cube. Stack more cubes to create a storage system!
066617 675 Bonus Points or $19.00
Contents not included.

New! Attitude & Gratitude Poster Set
Set of 2 19” x 13 ¼” Grades 1–up
Harness the power of positive attitude to elevate your classroom atmosphere!
064745 250 Bonus Points or $7.00
Ships separately.

These and more of your favorites are available online!

Gold Foil Star Stickers
Classroom 30-Slot Mailbox
Classic Call Bell
Mini Message Boards

scholastic.com/bonuscatalog
Classroom Furnishings

From cozy seating to innovative storage solutions, outfit your busy classroom with functional furnishings that add comfort, color, and organization.

New!
Joy in a Box™ Carpet Squares
Set of 24 | 16” x 16”
Grades PreK–5
Create a colorful spot to sit with this flexible, easy-to-clean seating solution for circle time, small group activities, and more!
067336
6500 Bonus Points
Book not included. Ships separately.

New!
Classroom Bookshelf
17” x 20” x 10”
Grades PreK–8
These sturdy three-tiered shelves provide display and storage space for books, workbooks, and more. Folds flat to store—pop it open to reuse again!
067136
855 Bonus Points

New!
Nantucket Table and Chairs Set
Table 19 3/5” x 23 7/10” x 23 7/10”
Chair 21 1/2” x 11 1/2” x 11 1/2”
Seat 11” tall
Grades PreK–2
This colorful, classic-looking table is made of solid wood.
061535
6490 Bonus Points

New!
3-in-1 Art Easel
36” x 23” x 19 1/4”
Adjustable from 36” to 49” H
Grades PreK–3
Use this lightweight easel three different ways—as a magnetic whiteboard, chalkboard, and art center. Comes complete with paint containers, paper roll, and chunky wood magnets.
063481
3850 Bonus Points
Adult assembly required. Ships separately.

New!
Birch and Canvas Little Teacher Stool
18” x 15 1/2” x 15 1/2”
Grades PreK–up
This comfy cube is more than a seat—store materials in fabric pockets and interior shelves. Wheels make it easy to move too!
067383
6195 Bonus Points
Contents not included. Adult assembly required. Weight capacity 175 lbs. Ships separately.

New!
12-Drawer Mobile Organizer
32” x 25” x 15 1/4”
Grades PreK–8
Store supplies in 12 roomy drawers. Bright colors help you organize the contents, and a top shelf adds extra working space.
067359
5225 Bonus Points
Adult assembly required. Weight capacity 50 lbs. Ships separately.

More mobile organizers available on page 29.

Display items not included. Adult assembly required. Chair weight capacity 80 lbs. each. Ships separately.

Includes:
• 4 Chairs
• Table

Includes:
• Storage Tray with Holes for Paint Cups
• 3 Paint Cups
• Colorful Chalk
• Eraser
• Dry-Erase Marker
• 6 Magnets

New!
Color Tones™ Rug
5’ 4” x 7’ 8”
Grades PreK–5
Lively shapes help students quickly assemble on this cozy carpet that’s a perfect spot for circle time!
067318
11,600 Bonus Points

Lots of Dots™ Rug
5’ 4” x 7’ 8”
Grades PreK–5
063705
11,600 Bonus Points
Books not included. Each item ships separately.

New!
Joy in a Box™ Carpet Squares
Set of 24 | 16” x 16”
Grades PreK–5
Create a colorful spot to sit with this flexible, easy-to-clean seating solution for circle time, small group activities, and more!
067336
6500 Bonus Points
Book not included. Ships separately.

Adult assembly required. Weight capacity 80 lbs. Each. Ships separately.

New!
12-Drawer Mobile Organizer
32” x 25” x 15 1/4”
Grades PreK–8
Store supplies in 12 roomy drawers. Bright colors help you organize the contents, and a top shelf adds extra working space.
067359
5225 Bonus Points
Adult assembly required. Weight capacity 50 lbs. Ships separately.

More mobile organizers available on page 29.

Includes:
• Storage Tray with Holes for Paint Cups
• 3 Paint Cups
• Colorful Chalk
• Eraser
• Dry-Erase Marker
• 6 Magnets

New!
Birch and Canvas Little Teacher Stool
18” x 15 1/2” x 15 1/2”
Grades PreK–up
This comfy cube is more than a seat—store materials in fabric pockets and interior shelves. Wheels make it easy to move too!
067383
6195 Bonus Points
Contents not included. Adult assembly required. Weight capacity 175 lbs. Ships separately.

New!
3-in-1 Art Easel
36” x 23” x 19 1/4”
Adjustable from 36” to 49” H
Grades PreK–3
Use this lightweight easel three different ways—as a magnetic whiteboard, chalkboard, and art center. Comes complete with paint containers, paper roll, and chunky wood magnets.
063481
3850 Bonus Points
Adult assembly required. Ships separately.
Classroom Organization

Achieve organizational order and cut down on clutter with these practical and efficient solutions for organizing.

New!

Stackable Caddy Organizer with Canisters
3 canisters Organizer 6 1/2” x 14” x 10 1/2” Grades PreK–up
Includes: Small, Medium, and Large Canisters Clear containers of varying sizes fit neatly in the caddy frame for easy transport. Transform the handle to stack multiple caddies!
066625  1100 Bonus Points

New!

Caddy Canisters
Grades PreK–up
These containers with snap-shut lids are totally transportable—or stackable—and keep supplies organized and accessible!
Small Canister  4 3/8” x 4 1/4”
066633  225 Bonus Points
Medium Canister  4 1/2” x 8 3/4” x 4 1/4”
066641  320 Bonus Points
Large Canister  4 1/2” x 13 1/4” x 4 1/4”
066658  425 Bonus Points

New!

Desktop Hanging File Holder
9 1/2” x 13 1/2” x 8 1/2” Grades PreK–up
With an integrated step-up feature that staggers files, it’s easy to find paperwork at a glance with this desktop organizer. Handle cutouts make the unit easy to move.
Includes step-up inserts for easy viewing of files. Folders not included.
066674  590 Bonus Points

New!

Storage Pocket Chart
36 1/2” x 32 1/2” Grades PreK–up
Sort and organize small supplies in dozens of see-through pockets—or safely store student cell phones and eliminate disruptive texts or calls during class.
066414  1075 Bonus Points or $30.00

New!

3-Piece Desk Set
3 pieces  Up to 11 ¾” x 4” x 10 1/4” Grades PreK–up
This desktop storage set features metal accents, bold design, and windows for personalizing with labels or pictures.
066682  900 Bonus Points or $25.00

New!

Magnetic Pocket Chart Squares
Shelf Files
Magnetic Storage Pocket
Desktop Organizer

These and more of your favorites are available online!

scholastic.com/bonuscatalog
Role Play

Creative thinking and collaboration will grow as students play cooperatively.

New!

Wooden Food Groups Set
25 pieces
Crates 2 ⅜" x 6 ¼" x 4 ⅜"
Grades PreK–1
Little learners can grocery shop, make a meal, stock the shelves, and more with this set that covers all the important food groups.
065892 725 Bonus Points or $20.00

New!

Wooden Cutting Fruit Set
17 pieces Grades PreK–K
Introduce fractions and mix and match pieces to teach fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination.
065874 725 Bonus Points or $20.00

New!

Wooden Dust! Sweep! Mop! Set
6 pieces Storage stand 29" tall Grades PreK–1
 Sized for small hands and built to last, students will feel a sense of pride and accomplishment when they use these durable tools to clean messes—real or pretend!
065890 1395 Bonus Points Ships separately.

New!

Deluxe Wooden Cooktop Set
17 pieces Stovetop 4" x 13 ¼" x 9 ¼" Grades PreK–1
With this learning center must-have, students can cook up a storm and strengthen motor skills at the same time.
065916 1775 Bonus Points or $50.00

New!

Wooden Steep & Serve Tea Set
22 pieces Grades PreK–1
Much more than your average tea set, this impressive pretend-play collection comes complete with biscuits and tea bags—and even a dry-erase order card!
065866 1075 Bonus Points or $30.00

New!

Wooden Wash, Dry & Iron Play Set
8 pieces Washer/dryer 9 ¼" x 13 ⅜" x 6 ⅜" Grades PreK–K
This laundry center adds fun to learning centers. The iron makes a sizzling sound as it presses across clothes, the washer/dryer window spins, and the knob clicks as it turns!
065908 1425 Bonus Points or $40.00

Don’t see it here? Look for it online!
These activities establish a solid foundation for learning—strengthening academic and motor skills!
Accessorize, organize, and transform your classroom environment with innovative supplies and resources that help you get creative!

Magnetic U.S. Dollars & Coins
These and more of your favorites are available online!

Magnet Hold Its™
Grades PreK–up
Keep papers organized and accessible in this versatile storage piece with open sides that fits all paper sizes.
066591 790 Bonus Points

Gold File Folders
Set of 12 9" x 11 3/4" Grades K–up
File paperwork in these stylish folders that feature color-coordinated patterns and tabs in three locations.
065718 430 Bonus Points or $12.00

Magnet Hold Its™
Grades PreK–up
Make anything instantly magnetic with these peel-and-stick adhesive magnets.
063226 Magnetic Adhesive Tape Dispenser ¾"-thick tape Total 25' 285 Bonus Points or $8.00
063218 Magnetic Adhesive Dots Pack of 100 ¾" diameter 190 Bonus Points or $5.00

New!
Scotch™ Write-On Tape
1 ¾" thick Total 5 yards Grades PreK–up
Create a writing surface on desks, cubbies, folders, bins, and more with these fantastic write-and-wipe tape choices.
063085 Chalkboard Tape 325 Bonus Points
063077 Dry-Erase Tape 325 Bonus Points

Self-Adhesive Hook & Loop Coins
Set of 100 ½" diameter Grades PreK–up
Just peel and stick these mess-free fasteners and you're ready to hang!
066286 550 Bonus Points

New!
Post-it® Full Adhesive Roll
1" thick Total 11 yards Grades PreK–up
These sticky notes roll out—cut just what you need to label bins, cubbies, binders, and more.
067177 Blue 254 Bonus Points
067169 Yellow 245 Bonus Points

New!
Ceramic Ceiling Hook Magnets
Set of 5 1" Grades PreK–up
These specially designed magnetic hooks make it simple to hang things from ceiling railings or any magnetic surface.
064182 355 Bonus Points or $10.00

Self-Adhesive Hook & Loop Coins
Set of 100 ½" diameter Grades PreK–up
Just peel and stick these mess-free fasteners and you're ready to hang!
066286 550 Bonus Points
Paper not included.

New!
3-Tier Document Organizer
13 ¼" x 1 ¼" x 3 ¼" Grades PreK–up
Keep papers organized and accessible in this versatile storage piece with open sides that fits all paper sizes.
066591 790 Bonus Points

New!
Gold File Folders
Set of 12 9" x 11 3/4" Grades K–up
File paperwork in these stylish folders that feature color-coordinated patterns and tabs in three locations.
065718 430 Bonus Points or $12.00

New!
Gold File Folders
Set of 12 9" x 11 3/4" Grades K–up
File paperwork in these stylish folders that feature color-coordinated patterns and tabs in three locations.
065718 430 Bonus Points or $12.00

New!
3-Tier Document Organizer
13 ¼" x 1 ¼" x 3 ¼" Grades PreK–up
Keep papers organized and accessible in this versatile storage piece with open sides that fits all paper sizes.
066591 790 Bonus Points

Self-Adhesive Hook & Loop Coins
Set of 100 ½" diameter Grades PreK–up
Just peel and stick these mess-free fasteners and you're ready to hang!
066286 550 Bonus Points
Paper not included.

New!
Ceramic Ceiling Hook Magnets
Set of 5 1" Grades PreK–up
These specially designed magnetic hooks make it simple to hang things from ceiling railings or any magnetic surface.
064182 355 Bonus Points or $10.00

Self-Adhesive Hook & Loop Coins
Set of 100 ½" diameter Grades PreK–up
Just peel and stick these mess-free fasteners and you're ready to hang!
066286 550 Bonus Points
Paper not included.

New!
Scotch™ Write-On Tape
1 ¾" thick Total 5 yards Grades PreK–up
Create a writing surface on desks, cubbies, folders, bins, and more with these fantastic write-and-wipe tape choices.
063085 Chalkboard Tape 325 Bonus Points
063077 Dry-Erase Tape 325 Bonus Points

New!
Post-it® Page Markers
Pack of 5 100 sheets per pad ½" x 2" Grades PreK–up
Make observations while reading, edit writing assignments, and more with these handy page markers you can write on.
067185 345 Bonus Points

New!
Post-it® Full Adhesive Roll
1" thick Total 11 yards Grades PreK–up
These sticky notes roll out—cut just what you need to label bins, cubbies, binders, and more.
067177 Blue 254 Bonus Points
067169 Yellow 245 Bonus Points
These and more of your favorites are available online!
Students Will Love

**New!** View-Thru® Geometric Solids
Set of 14  Up to 2 ½’’ tail  Grades 3–8
Here’s the perfect hands-on tool for exploring 3-D shapes—pull off the bottom to make a connection to 2-D shapes. Fill hollow shapes with rice, water, sand, and more to explore volume and size relationships!

065072  640 Bonus Points or $18.00

**New!** I SPY™ Go Fish Card Game
48 cards  4 ⅝’’ x 3’’  Grades PreK–3  For 2+ players
Accessible for pre-readers yet engaging for players of all ages, this version of Go Fish boosts observation and communication skills.

065387  290 Bonus Points

**New!** I SPY™ Find It Fast Game
Cards 3 ½’’ x 2 ¼’’  Grades 1–3  For 2–4 players
Roll the dice, race to find a match, and collect a card if you do! When all cards have been flipped over and collected, the person with the most cards wins!

065379  465 Bonus Points or $13.00

**New!** Magnetic Thermometer Recording Charts
Set of 5  18’’ x 3 ¾’’  Grades K–5
Record temperature and weather in Fahrenheit and Celsius. Illustrations help make a connection between the number and the season.

065627  535 Bonus Points or $15.00

**New!** Magnetic Pattern Blocks
47 pieces  Largest piece 6’’ diameter  Grades PreK–4
Add a new level of engagement to lessons on shape recognition, symmetry, congruency, fractions, area, and more.

065064  795 Bonus Points or $22.00

**New!** Human Skeleton Magnetic Accents
40 pieces  33’’ tall assembled  Grades K–up
Students will build a firm understanding of the skeletal system the hands-on way with this 33-inch-tall magnetic human skeleton.

064307  450 Bonus Points or $12.00

**New!** Memory Yoga™
36 tiles  2 ¼’’ x 2 ½’’  Grades PreK–5  For 2–4 players
Learn and perform yoga poses as you search for matching pose tiles. The player with the most matches wins!

064554  355 Bonus Points or $10.00

**New!** Judy® Time Flash Cards
54 cards  5 ¼’’ x 3 ¼’’  Grades K–3
Master time-telling skills independently or in a group. Each two-sided flash card features analog and digital format.

066187  190 Bonus Points or $5.00

**New!** Superhero Magnetic Borders
Set of 12  Grades PreK–5
Wow! Pow! Dynamite! Save time and paper with these reusable borders.

065437  355 Bonus Points or $10.00

**New!** Yoga Cards
55 cards  3 ½’’ x 2 ½’’  Grades K–5  For 2–4 players
The first player who correctly bends and stretches into the seven yoga poses on their Mission Card wins!

064547  190 Bonus Points or $5.00

**New!** Write-On/ Wipe-Off Unifix® Mats
Pack of 10  12’’ x 12’’  Grades K–1
This double-sided graphic organizer provides important visual support for numbering, ordering, and sequencing activities with Unifix cubes and rods.

06446  500 Bonus Points

**New!** Giant Magnetic Pattern Blocks
47 pieces  Largest piece 6’’ diameter  Grades PreK–4
Add a new level of engagement to lessons on shape recognition, symmetry, congruency, fractions, area, and more.

065064  795 Bonus Points or $22.00

**New!** Memory Yoga™
36 tiles  2 ¼’’ x 2 ½’’  Grades PreK–5  For 2–4 players
Learn and perform yoga poses as you search for matching pose tiles. The player with the most matches wins!

064554  355 Bonus Points or $10.00

**New!** Human Skeleton Magnetic Accents
40 pieces  33’’ tall assembled  Grades K–up
Students will build a firm understanding of the skeletal system the hands-on way with this 33-inch-tall magnetic human skeleton.

064307  450 Bonus Points or $12.00

**New!** Memory Yoga™
36 tiles  2 ¼’’ x 2 ½’’  Grades PreK–5  For 2–4 players
Learn and perform yoga poses as you search for matching pose tiles. The player with the most matches wins!

064554  355 Bonus Points or $10.00

**New!** Memory Yoga™
36 tiles  2 ¼’’ x 2 ½’’  Grades PreK–5  For 2–4 players
Learn and perform yoga poses as you search for matching pose tiles. The player with the most matches wins!

064554  355 Bonus Points or $10.00

Don’t see it here? Look for it online!
New! Magnetic Foam Fish Ten Frames
Set of 5 4 ¼" x 6 ¼" Grades K–2
This learning-filled ten frame is great for individual practice—or create a school of fish to demonstrate larger numbers.
064273 675 Bonus Points or $19.00

New! Mini Hand Pointers
Set of 32 11" tall
Enough hand pointers for every student in class—and more for your treasure chest!
066039 395 Bonus Points

New! Mini Smartphone Erasers
Set of 32 2 3/8" x 1 ¼" x ¼" Grades PreK–8
These fun smartphone-themed erasers are perfect treasure chest rewards or student birthday gifts!
064075 500 Bonus Points

New! Doodle Scents™ Washable Scented Markers
Pack of 18 Grades K–up
From toasted marshmallow to strawberry fields, these markers infuse writing and drawings with pleasing scents.
064869 470 Bonus Points

New! Numbers & Operations Dice
Set of 20 ¼" x ¼" x ¼" Grades K–8
Practice counting, sequencing, operations, probability experiments, and more with this versatile math manipulative.
064364 215 Bonus Points or $6.00

New! Write-On/Wipe-Off Ten-Frame Cards
30 cards 7 ¾" x 4 ¾" Grades K–2
Use counters or dry-erase markers with these reusable laminated frames to reinforce counting, one-to-one correspondence, base ten, place value, and more.
065338 320 Bonus Points or $9.00 Counters not included.

New! Write-On/Wipe-Off Number-Bonds Cards
30 cards 5" x 5" Grades K–5
Explore and reinforce part-to-whole concepts with number-bonds cards that help students see inverse relationships between operations.
065346 250 Bonus Points or $7.00

New! Desktop Behavior Clip Charts
Pack of 30 7" x 2 ½" Grades PreK–5
Use a paper clip or a clothespin to keep track of student behavior throughout the day!
065551 145 Bonus Points or $4.00 Paper clips not included.

New! Magnetic Foam Geared Clocks
Grades 1–3
These dry-erase clocks give students important practice telling time—in both analog and digital. Geared hands move in relation to each other.
065403 400 Bonus Points

New! Write-On/Wipe-Off Magnetic Foam Fish Ten Frames
Set of 5 4 ¼" x 6 ¼" Grades K–2
This learning-filled ten frame is great for individual practice—or create a school of fish to demonstrate larger numbers.
064273 675 Bonus Points or $19.00

New! Large Magnetic Foam Geared Clock 12" x 9" x ½"
065411 650 Bonus Points

New! Small Magnetic Foam Geared Clocks
Pack of 4 6" x 4 ½" x ½"
Bestsellers

Don't miss out on these best-loved resources that are back by popular demand!

Write-On/Wipe-Off Blocks
Set of 4 3” x 3” x 3”
Grades PreK–8
Create your own games and learning activities! Write numbers, letters, fractions, and pictures on each side and start playing.
063259 500 Bonus Points or $14.00

Write-On/Wipe-Off Step Up to 120 Mats
Set of 10 12” x 9”
Grades K–2
Unlike other charts, numbers grow as you move up the mat! Ideal for counting, patterns, and operations. Numbered on one side, blank grid on the other.
064638 570 Bonus Points

Write-On/Wipe-Off

Scented Stickers
Pack of 80 stickers
Sheets 5 ¼” x 4 ½”
Grades PreK–8
Grade a paper, seal a letter, decorate labels, and more with these delightful-smelling stickers.

New!
064711 Marshmallow
80 Bonus Points or $2.00

New!
062541 Popcorn
80 Bonus Points or $2.00

New!
064703 Cupcake
80 Bonus Points or $2.00

062566 Orange (not shown)
80 Bonus Points or $2.00

062269 Jelly Bean (not shown)
80 Bonus Points or $2.00

062574 Strawberry (not shown)
80 Bonus Points or $2.00

Scented Bookmarks
Pack of 12
7 ¼” tall
Grades K–8
063119 395 Bonus Points or $11.00

Scented

Scented

Includes 6 Scents:
• Berries • Cookies • Apple Pie
• Creamsicle • Fruit Smoothie
• Birthday Cake

Kore™ Strengthening Chairs
Students who need to move can do it on these stools with domed bases that encourage active sitting and attentive listening.
063747 Kids Kore™ Wobble Chair
14” tall
Grades PreK–2
2570 Bonus Points

063754 Teen Kore™ Active Chair
18 ½” tall
Grades 1–up
3570 Bonus Points

Easy assembly required.
Weight capacity 275 lbs. each.
Each item ships separately.

100th Day DIY Bead Kits
Pack of 12
Grades K–8
Each kit contains 106 beads and 36” cord.
063267 325 Bonus Points or $11.00

100 Days Smarter Sticker Badges
Pack of 32
2 ¼” diameter
Grades PreK–8
062236 145 Bonus Points or $4.00

Teacher Favorite!

New!
Start Over–Themed Magnetic Whiteboard Eraser
2 ½” x 4 ¼” x ⅜”
Grades PreK–up
This handy eraser clings to your whiteboard and sends a sweet message about starting over.
064257 145 Bonus Points or $4.00

Teacher Favorite!

New!
Motivational Sticker Book
Pack of 2,000
stickers
Assorted sizes
Grades PreK–8
Add these encouraging words to tests and homework—or keep track of attendance!
061345 190 Bonus Points or $5.00

Teacher Favorite!

New!
Mistakes-Themed Magnetic Whiteboard Eraser
2 ¼” x 4 ¼” x ⅜”
Grades PreK–up
This lightweight eraser adds to your class decor with a positive message.
062324 145 Bonus Points or $4.00

New!
Smartphone Erasers
Pack of 4
4 ⅜” x 2 ¼” x ⅛”
Grades PreK–8
All the fun of a phone and an eraser in one! Shows apps and a cool background.
063127 285 Bonus Points or $8.00

Teacher Favorite!

Celebrate the 100th Day!

100 Days Wristbands
Pack of 10
Grades PreK–8
061709 145 Bonus Points or $4.00

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
Small parts. Not for children under 3.

100 Days Smarter

DIY Bead Kits
Pack of 12
Grades K–8
Each kit contains 106 beads and 36” cord.
063267 325 Bonus Points or $11.00

Scented

100 Days Smarter

DIY Bead Kits
Pack of 12
Grades K–8
Each kit contains 106 beads and 36” cord.
063267 325 Bonus Points or $11.00

Teacher Favorite!

100 Days Smarter

Sticker Badges
Pack of 32
2 ¼” diameter
Grades PreK–8
062236 145 Bonus Points or $4.00

Teacher Favorite!

Look for ✴ for Items 500 Bonus Points or Less
New!

**Dot Mood Pencils**
Pack of 10  Grades PreK–up
These pencils change color with a rub—perfect for fidgety kids!
065130 125 Bonus Points

**Swirl Mood Pencils**
Pack of 10  Grades PreK–up
Rub these heat-sensitive pencils with cool black erasers to change colors.
063143 125 Bonus Points

**Chevron Arrows**
Magnetic Accents
10 pieces  4 ½” long  Grades PreK–up
Point students in the right direction with these reusable write-and-wipe magnetic arrows!
065478 285 Bonus Points or $8.00

**Magnets-Tiles®**
Up to 5 ⅛” x 5 ⅛”  Grades PreK–3
Explore area, perimeter, angles, and more geometric concepts with these sturdy tiles that stick together on every side.
Set of 100 067086 5500 Bonus Points
Set of 32 063721 2100 Bonus Points (not shown)

**Curio Pencils**
Pack of 10  Grades PreK–up
2 colors in each pencil
063149 125 Bonus Points or $8.00

**Teacher Favorite!**

**6-Drawer Mobile Organizer**
32” x 12 ⅛” x 15 ⅞”  Grades PreK–8
Store and transport supplies in six roomy drawers that get larger as you go down. The top shelf adds extra working space!
Assorted Colors
063473 2950 Bonus Points

**Grayscale Lino**
* Includes:
  - 15 Magnetic Foam Pieces
  - 4 Marbles
  - 10 Activity Cards

**Candy Construction™ Building Set**
92 pieces  Up to 8 ¼” long  Grades PreK–2
Colorful candy pieces draw learners in to experiment with shapes and movement while developing problem-solving and fine motor skills.
062517 1250 Bonus Points or $35.00

**Smart Snacks®**
Grades PreK–K
Develop recognition, matching, color identification, and fine motor skills in two delicious ways.

- **Alpha Pops™**
  26 pieces  4 ¼” x 1 ¼”
  795 Bonus Points

- **Number Pops™**
  20 pieces  4 ¼” x 2”
  795 Bonus Points

**Magna-Tiles®**
Up to 5 7/8” x 5 7/8”  Grades PreK–3
Explore area, perimeter, angles, and more geometric concepts with these sturdy tiles that stick together on every side.

- **Set of 100** 067086 5500 Bonus Points
- **Set of 32** 063721 2100 Bonus Points (not shown)

**Tumble Trax™ Magnetic Marble Run**
29 pieces  Largest piece 2” x 10”
Cards 5” x 7 ¾”  Grades K–up
Create your own unique run or take it to the next level with activity cards. Task cards challenge students to make marbles speed up, slow down, stop, or change direction!
063283 900 Bonus Points or $25.00

**Teacher Favorite!**

**Parts of Speech Chart**
22” x 17”  Grades 3–8
Helpful examples of all nine parts of speech.
063242 80 Bonus Points or $2.00

Includes:
- 15 Magnetic Foam Pieces
- 4 Marbles
- 10 Activity Cards

**Parts of Speech Chart**
22” x 17”  Grades 3–8
Helpful examples of all nine parts of speech.
063242 80 Bonus Points or $2.00

Ships separately.

**Teacher Favorite!**

**Gray Ombre**
063167 2950 Bonus Points
Adult assembly required. Weight capacity 50 lbs. each. Each item ships separately.

**Teacher Favorite!**

**Ships separately.**

**Parts of Speech Chart**
22” x 17”  Grades 3–8
Helpful examples of all nine parts of speech.
063242 80 Bonus Points or $2.00

Ships separately.

**Teacher Favorite!**

**Parts of Speech Chart**
22” x 17”  Grades 3–8
Helpful examples of all nine parts of speech.
063242 80 Bonus Points or $2.00

Ships separately.
Favorite Series & Characters

Build students’ love of reading with just-right books handpicked for your grade.

Perfect for Grades PreK–1

- **Pete the Cat Value Pack**
  Pack of 3
  LEX: AD240L–AD600L GRL: J–K DRA: 16–18 AR: 1.5–2.2
  These groovy picture books with bright illustrations and bouncy rhyming text are great for read-alouds!
  061899 230 Bonus Points or $9.00

Perfect for Grades PreK–1

- **Llama Llama Pack**
  Pack of 3
  LEX: AD180L–AD330L GRL: L DRA: 20–24 AR: 1.5–1.6
  Build beginning comprehension skills like sequencing and prediction with these sweetly illustrated picture books that feature lots of repetition and a reassuring message.
  06716 450 Bonus Points or $12.00

- **David Shannon Fun Pack**
  Pack of 3
  LEX: BR–AD600L GRL: G–P DRA: 12–38 AR: 3.0–3.8
  Loved by teachers and students, these boisterously funny stories capture some of the most hilarious aspects of being young.
  061543 355 Bonus Points or $10.00

- **National Geographic Kids™ Ocean Explorers Pack**
  Pack of 5
  Extraordinary close-up photos and fact-filled, easy-to-read text take young readers on an unforgettable nonfiction adventure!
  063788 430 Bonus Points or $12.00

Perfect for Grades 1–3

- **Favorite Character Chapter Book Pack**
  Pack of 6
  Full of characters and themes kids love, these best-loved books will help students take reading skills to the next level.
  063820 725 Bonus Points or $20.00

- **Kate DiCamillo Pack**
  Pack of 5
  This collection of humorous and poignant tales by award-winning author Kate DiCamillo makes a magical addition to any classroom library!
  067342 675 Bonus Points or $19.00

- **Who Would Win?® New Titles Trio!**
  Pack of 3
  In this innovative science series, students get the facts and then see which predators really rule!
  066484 285 Bonus Points or $8.00

- **I Survived Pack**
  Pack of 3
  LEX: 640L–710L GRL: R–S DRA: 40–50 AR: 5.0–5.1
  Read about important events in history as they are transported by stories of survival.
  066369 285 Bonus Points or $8.00

Perfect for Grades 2–4

- **Diary of a Minecraft Zombie #7–#9 Pack**
  Pack of 3
  LEX: 620L–690L GRL: O–P DRA: 34–38
  Fun illustrations captivate readers in this series about the life of a 12-year-old Minecraft zombie!
  067342 675 Bonus Points or $19.00

- **I Funny 3-Pack**
  Pack of 3
  LEX: 610L–710L GRL: T DRA: 50 AR: 3.9–4.5
  Jam-packed with humor, these high-interest books are perfect for reluctant readers!
  062889 310 Bonus Points or $12.00

Perfect for Grades 2–7

- **Who Was...? 5-Pack**
  Pack of 5
  These easy-to-read biographies introduce reluctant readers to historical greats.
  064133 675 Bonus Points or $19.00

- **I Survived #1–#13 Pack**
  Pack of 13
  LEX: 590L–740L GRL: R–T DRA: 34–38
  Read about important events in history as they are transported by stories of survival.
  066369 285 Bonus Points or $8.00

Perfect for Grades 3–6

- **I Survived #1–#13 Pack (not shown)**
  Pack of 13
  LEX: 590L–740L GRL: R–T DRA: 40–50 AR: 5.4–5.8
  These bully-bashing school adventures keep readers laughing out loud.
  064455 900 Bonus Points or $35.00

- **Diary of Wimpy Kid #1–#5 Pack**
  Pack of 5
  These bully-bashing school adventures keep readers laughing out loud.
  064505 900 Bonus Points or $35.00

Perfect for Grades 3–8

- **Diary of a Wimpy Kid #6–#10 Pack**
  Pack of 5
  LEX: 1000L–1060L GRL: S–T DRA: 40–50 AR: 5.4–5.8
  These bully-bashing school adventures keep readers laughing out loud.
  064455 900 Bonus Points or $35.00

- **Diary of Wimpy Kid #1–#45 Pack (not shown)**
  Pack of 45
  These bully-bashing school adventures keep readers laughing out loud.
  064505 900 Bonus Points or $35.00

Find more series and characters online!
New! Fujifilm INSTAX™ Mini 8 Camera
4 ¼" x 4 ¼" x 2¼"
Grades PreK–up
Quickly capture classroom moments as they unfold with this camera that prints photos instantly!
067300 9000 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

New! Apple Watch Sport™
42 mm
Grades PreK–up
This smart, hands-free device does more than tell time—create notes and checklists, record student observations, keep track of classroom events, and more all with a discreet tap.
067227 51,500 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

Updated! Kingston® MobileLite Wireless G3
¾" x 4 ¼" x 3 ½"
Grades PreK–up
This 5-in-1 gadget is a charger, media reader, multi-user portable streaming device, Wi-Fi hot spot, and storage drive. It’s like having your very own tech support in the classroom.
067250 4975 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

New! iHome® iBT60 Bluetooth Mini-Speaker
2 1/2” x 2 1/4” x 2 1/4”
Grades PreK–up
This mini sound system plays music and audiobooks from your laptop, tablet, or phone wirelessly throughout the classroom!
063622 2895 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

New! Fitbit® Charge HR™ Activity Tracker
Grades PreK–up
With this wearable device, students can collect personalized data that can be incorporated into math, writing, and social studies lessons!
067201 14,500 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

New! MacBook® in Gold
½" x 11" x 7½" 12" display
Grades PreK–up
A powerful teaching and learning tool, this fully loaded laptop lets students create, connect, and build digital literacy skills at any level.
067193 73,500 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

New! iPad Pro™ in Gold
9 2/5" x 6 3/5" x 1/4" 9 7/10" display
Grades PreK–up
With a split-screen multitasking feature, this handheld device is a notebook, textbook, and digital learning tool all in one!
067219 48,500 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

New! iHome® iBT60 Bluetooth Mini-Speaker
2 1/2” x 2 1/4” x 2 1/4”
Grades PreK–up
This mini sound system plays music and audiobooks from your laptop, tablet, or phone wirelessly throughout the classroom!
063622 2895 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

New! Fitbit® Charge HR™ Activity Tracker
Grades PreK–up
With this wearable device, students can collect personalized data that can be incorporated into math, writing, and social studies lessons!
067201 14,500 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

New! MacBook® in Gold
½" x 11" x 7½" 12" display
Grades PreK–up
A powerful teaching and learning tool, this fully loaded laptop lets students create, connect, and build digital literacy skills at any level.
067193 73,500 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

New! iPad Pro™ in Gold
9 2/5" x 6 3/5" x 1/4" 9 7/10" display
Grades PreK–up
With a split-screen multitasking feature, this handheld device is a notebook, textbook, and digital learning tool all in one!
067219 48,500 Bonus Points
Ships separately.

Westinghouse® Mini-Refrigerator
Westinghouse® Microwave still available.

Microsoft® Surface™ 3

Canon PowerShot SX530 Camera

Griffin PowerDock® 5

Samsung Chromebook 2

Go online to view the most up-to-date product information and availability.
Hot Items

These classroom picks stand out for their function, design, and value!

The Deluxe Plan Book
112 pages  9 ¼" x 13 ½"  Grades K–5
Organize lessons, centers, student groups, read-alouds, assessments, and more, all in one go-to resource that helps you plan for a successful year.

Crayola® Folk Art Escapes Coloring Book
80 pages  8" x 10"  Grades K–up
Featuring intricate designs that require patience, persistence, and careful control of writing instruments, these striking coloring pages are perfect for "do now" work or early finishers!

Crayola® Colored Pencils
Pack of 50  Grades K–up
064877  540 Bonus Points

Crayola® Fine Line Markers
Pack of 12  Grades K–up
066559  250 Bonus Points

Inflatable Light-Up Globe
12" diameter  Grades K–up
Identify continents, countries, cities, bodies of water, and lines of latitude and longitude with this inflatable globe with integrated light.

065080  465 Bonus Points or $13.00
Requires 3 alkaline (1.5V) batteries, included.

Mental Blox 360˚ 3-D Building Game
55 pieces  Largest piece 3" x 4 1/2" x 1 1/2"  Grades K–up
For 1+ players
Sharpen spatial visualization, critical-thinking, and problem-solving skills while stacking, balancing, and sorting out these colorful 3-D puzzles.

064950  1040 Bonus Points or $29.00
Includes:
• 15 Blocks
• 40 Double-Sided Cards
• Activity Guide

Create-a-Maze™ Board
2" x 17"  Activity cards 7" x 5 1/4"  Grades K–up
For 1–4 players
Build engineering and critical-thinking skills the hands-on way with this game that challenges problem-solving skills with every twist and turn of the maze.

065098  1040 Bonus Points or $29.00
Ships separately.

Crayola® Fine Line Markers
Pack of 12  Grades K–up
066559  250 Bonus Points

4-Tier Storage Organizer with Bins
34 ¾" x 37 ¾" x 19" with bins  Grades PreK–5
This rugged organizational piece brightens your classroom and helps keep it neat. Load bins with books, manipulatives, supplies, and more.

067375  6500 Bonus Points

Contents not included. Adult assembly required. Weight capacity 40 lbs each row. Ships separately.

Create-a-Maze™ Board
2" x 17"  Activity cards 7" x 5 1/4"  Grades K–up
For 1–4 players
Build engineering and critical-thinking skills the hands-on way with this game that challenges problem-solving skills with every twist and turn of the maze.

065098  1040 Bonus Points or $29.00
Ships separately.

Teacher Pack-n-Roll Tote
16" x 16 ½" x 15 ½"  39 ¾" tall with handle  Grades PreK–up
This collapsible handcart helps you haul heavy books and materials with ease. Canvas cover with 32 storage pockets helps keep things safe and organized.

067391  2970 Bonus Points

Contents not included. Adult assembly required. Weight capacity 50 lbs. Ships separately.

New! 4-Tier Storage Organizer with Bins
34 ¾" x 37 ¾" x 19" with bins  Grades PreK–5
This rugged organizational piece brightens your classroom and helps keep it neat. Load bins with books, manipulatives, supplies, and more.

067375  6500 Bonus Points

Contents not included. Adult assembly required. Weight capacity 40 lbs each row. Ships separately.

New! 4-Tier Storage Organizer with Bins
34 ¾" x 37 ¾" x 19" with bins  Grades PreK–5
This rugged organizational piece brightens your classroom and helps keep it neat. Load bins with books, manipulatives, supplies, and more.

067375  6500 Bonus Points

Contents not included. Adult assembly required. Weight capacity 40 lbs each row. Ships separately.

New! 4-Tier Storage Organizer with Bins
34 ¾" x 37 ¾" x 19" with bins  Grades PreK–5
This rugged organizational piece brightens your classroom and helps keep it neat. Load bins with books, manipulatives, supplies, and more.

067375  6500 Bonus Points

Contents not included. Adult assembly required. Weight capacity 40 lbs each row. Ships separately.

New! 4-Tier Storage Organizer with Bins
34 ¾" x 37 ¾" x 19" with bins  Grades PreK–5
This rugged organizational piece brightens your classroom and helps keep it neat. Load bins with books, manipulatives, supplies, and more.

067375  6500 Bonus Points

Contents not included. Adult assembly required. Weight capacity 40 lbs each row. Ships separately.